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1 Introduction
The Science Mesh is designed to be a highly distributed platform with a very lightweight and almostfully decentralized infrastructure. It consists of several Independent Sites running their own EnterpriseFile Sync and Share systems. Each of the Sites is expected to be sustainable by itself financially andeach of them has their own policies and procedures related to user management, data handling,operations, and security. Finally, each of the Sites has their own SLDs or SLAs with their clients and/orthe users for which they run the service. These sites, instead of operating as a disjoint collection ofservice islands, become nodes in a mesh of interconnected storage, applications and users.
Interoperability between EFSS services is guaranteed by the Open Cloud Mesh standard1 (OCM). Tothis “technical” coupling of nodes through the OCM standard, Science Mesh will add agreed-uponpolicies and procedures with respect to operations and security, together with a governance structure.The goal is to create a coherent Infrastructure that can guarantee a service level having an adequatequality. Operational procedures to achieve this are described in this document and the documents itreferences.
Science Mesh’s small technical footprint will be matched by an equally lean administrative structure.It is our aim to rely as much as possible on policies, procedures, and agreements that are alreadylocally available, and augment them with what is necessary for the Science Mesh to operate. This willalso help with the platform’s future sustainability and funding of activities, by keeping overhead costsas low as possible.
In this document several acronyms are used. These are explained in the Science Mesh Glossary2.

https://github.com/cs3org/OCM-API
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5038663
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5038663
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2 Architecture of the Science Mesh
In this section, a brief recapitulation of the Science Mesh’s architecture is given, as described indeliverable D2.13. This provides some context which will be useful to understand the operationalprocedures that are discussed in this deliverable. For a detailed description of the workflows aroundmonitoring, accounting, establishing trust relationships between Users, data and application sharingand so on, we refer to deliverable D2.1.
The Science Mesh consists of its participating Sites running EFSS services and a so-called CentralComponent. From a logical point of view, the Central Component is responsible for providing the fewglobal services of the Science Mesh. However, it is by no means necessary that all those services runon a single node of the Science Mesh - they may be distributed across several Science Mesh partners.The interface between a Mesh node and the Mesh’s core operational infrastructure is what we call anExecutive Module (EM).
Figure 1 below displays the conceptual architecture: The Central Component of the Science Meshincludes the monitoring and accounting infrastructure as well as the Central Database and Helpdesk.The monitoring infrastructure runs probes which return results to the monitoring infrastructure as toif the services running at the Sites are operational. Similarly, the accounting infrastructure collectsusage metrics from Sites. The Central Database provides the EMs running with Sites with ScienceMesh topology information.

Figure 1 Schematic overview of the Science Mesh architecture showing the information flowsbetween the Central Component and the Sites

https://edu.nl/vfew9
https://edu.nl/vfew9
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Topology information about the Science Mesh is contained in the Central Database. This includes Sitenames, endpoints, services running at the Sites and further meta-information. Executive Modulesconsume this information and use it to perform service discovery for the users (similar to a WAYFservice in identity federations) in order to establish trust relationship between Users. This servesmainly to reveal the User’s home EFSS and/or access services running at a particular Site. ExecutiveModules also enforce sharing policies implemented at the Sites.
Various functionalities of the Sites are periodically monitored. Accounting data is collected as well,containing gross aggregated usage statistics such as the number of shares and users, as well as theamount of storage used. None of the collected data can be traced back to an individual.
The Science Mesh is therefore a “share-nothing” infrastructure where all Sites can functionindependently of each other and do not depend on the Central Component to provide basicfunctionality. If the monitoring or accounting services go offline, the main service is not affected andonly monitoring/accounting operations will be stopped. If the Central Database goes offline, the EMscannot be updated. However, this only means that the information within the EMs may be stale, butthe EMs remain functional. Since the Central Database will be based on a relational databasemanagement system, it will possible to opt for a geo-redundant solution with high availability, if it’sdeemed that downtime is not tolerable.
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3 Governance of the Science Mesh
3.1 Introduction
The governance model that has been selected for the Science Mesh draws heavily from thegovernance model adopted by GÉANT’s eduGAIN federation, which has been successfully in use forseveral years. This model is described in detail in the Science Mesh Policy Framework Constitution4.In this document, we provide a summary of important principles.

3.2 Science Mesh Governance Bodies
There are three central governance bodies in the Science Mesh, which deal with oversight andtechnical issues, respectively. First, there is the Science Mesh Executive Board (SMEB), which consistsof representatives of the Sponsors - those are the Sites which financially enable the Science Mesh tooperate, e.g. through being a recipient of a grant and/or project.
The SMEB is responsible for ratifying the following decisions made by the Science Mesh SteeringGroup:

1. Changes to this Policy Framework Constitution.
2. Changes to and new proposals of any documents that contain mandatory elements for theSites.

The Science Mesh Steering Group (SMSG) is a body consisting of Sites’ representatives, and has anoversight and decision-making role in the Science Mesh Service. Participation of Sites in the SMSG isstrongly encouraged but it is not mandatory. Each Site is invited to appoint a delegate and deputy tothe SMSG.
The SMSG is mainly responsible for:

1. Approving changes to the documents in the Science Mesh Policy Framework, such asintroducing, updating, or removing documents.
2. Approving the disqualification or temporary suspension of member Sites.
3. Appointing the Chair and non-voting observers to the SMSG.

The SMSG decides by voting. Decisions are made by a majority vote.
Finally, there is the Operational Team, which is responsible for the operation of centralisedcomponents in the Science Mesh, as well as technical and communication procedures regarding Site

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040152
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040152
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membership. The Operational Team is responsible for:
1. Operations within the central Science Mesh infrastructure (e.g. Configuration Database, website, etc.).
2. Collaboration with the operators of member Sites.
3. Reviewing and approving membership of new Sites.
4. Receiving enquiries about the Science Mesh and forwarding them to the appropriate body.
5. Processing applications to the Science Mesh and reviewing necessary technical aspects ofthem.
6. Providing support to the Sites regarding operations and configuration of the Science Meshand its services.
7. Performing availability tests of the Sites (i.e., running tools to perform such tests), evaluatingtheir Quality of Service, and handling security incidents regarding Science Mesh operations.

3.3 Declaration
From a formal point of view, sites join the Science Mesh by signing a Science Mesh Declaration5whichis intentionally kept as minimal as possible. The Declaration requires the Site to publish their technicalmetadata, be willing to cooperate with the Science Mesh Operational Team, and to publish its ownTerms of Service and Privacy Policy. It is explicitly stated that signing the Declaration creates neitherlegal nor financial obligations between Sites. The Site is required to comply with the Science MeshConstitution (which itself refers to other technical documents).

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040087
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040087
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4 Operational Procedures
4.1 Introduction
The collection of documents describing the ScienceMesh Operational Procedures is called the ScienceMesh Operational Practice Statement. The documents are described in the sections below. Thesesections also provide references to the documents.

4.2 Science Mesh Operational Practice Statement
4.2.1 Site Admission Procedure
The Site Admission Procedure6 describes the technical requirements needed to be fulfilled by Sites tojoin the Science Mesh. In addition, it describes the procedural steps that need to be taken. Theadministrative requirements are covered by the Science Mesh Policy Framework Constitution7.

4.2.2 Site Exit Procedure
The Site Exit Procedure8 describes the consequences of leaving the Science Mesh that need to bedealt with properly in order to achieve a smooth transition. Steps that need to be taken by the leavingSite as well as remaining ones are described there, too.

4.2.3 Site Suspension Procedure
The description of the Site Suspension Procedure9 discusses the possible reasons for Site suspension,the consequences for Sites which have been suspended, as well as the steps that are taken to suspenda Site and to lift an existing suspension. It should be noted that there are no requirements as to theAvailability and Reliability of a Site. The reason for this also lies with the fact that we chose to keepthe overhead needed to run the Science Mesh at a minimum. In addition, as mentioned above, theScience Mesh is a very loosely coupled e-Infrastructure. This means that each of the individual Sitesdoes not depend at all on any other Site or services running within the Science Mesh in order tooperate normally. If a Site encounters problems and goes offline, only its Users together with Usersof other Sites with whom it has shared data or applications will be affected. While this certainly is anuisance for the impacted Users, it does not prevent other Users of the ScienceMesh to do their work.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5039989
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040152
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040130
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040639
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5039989
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040152
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040130
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040639
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In other words, the impact of a Site going offline is limited.

4.2.4 Support
The document called Science Mesh Support Procedure10 describes how support for both Users as wellas Sites is realised within the Science Mesh. It describes the formal support process as well as theinformal community-based channels.
It is expected that Sites handle incoming issues and requests from their own Users. A central ScienceMesh helpdesk will be there for Site admins - this is the formal part of the support. We expect thatcommunity-based support will play a valuable role in alleviating the burden of the central helpdesksystem, by allowing admins to ask questions and discuss possible solutions.

4.2.5 Security
For a distributed infrastructure like the Science Mesh, where trust relationships between people haveto be established using the various Enterprise File Sync- and Share systems and data as well asapplications are shared, security is a primary concern. Well-established procedures around securitymust therefore be applied in order to provide guidance to site administrators as well as users and theScience Mesh governance bodies.
As already mentioned above, the philosophy underlying the Science Mesh is to make it as lightweightas feasible and to reduce the centralised overhead as much as possible. This holds for the centralservices that need to be run, for the support workflows, as well as the procedural overhead. Wetherefore do not impose a Science Mesh security policy upon Sites, but instead require that every Sitehas sufficient security policies in place that are applicable for all services they run, their EFSS included.The security policies related to the Science Mesh will therefore only focus on security aspectsimpacting the ScienceMesh as a whole and not an individual Site. At the time of writing, these policiesand procedures are in development and will be described in deliverable D2.4 “Full implementation ofsecurity policies and procedures” which is due in month 24 of the Project, which is December 2021.

4.2.6 Personal Data Handling
The Science Mesh requires every Site to have a privacy policy in place. For that reason, the ScienceMesh privacy policy will describe procedures of handling personal data within the Science Mesh. TheSites are advised to refer to the Science Mesh Privacy Policy in their particular Privacy Policies.
In terms of compliancewith existing data privacy laws such as the GDPR, we have focused on collectingas little personal data as possible for the operation of the ScienceMesh. Naturally, ScienceMesh usersmight need to work with personal data and share it with others, but as far as regulations go, thoseusers will be considered data controllers and have the responsibility the applicable legislation imposeson them. The Science Mesh Sites are data processors acting on behalf of their users.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040028
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040028
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The Science Mesh deals with three general types of personal data:
1. (operators) personal data of site operators, administrative contacts, members of Meshgovernance bodies, and other relevant personnel,
2. (users) personal data of sync-and-share system end users, e.g. their email addresses, identitiesof the users in their particular sync-and-share systems,
3. (user’s data) user's data may contain a broad spectrum of personal Information as well.

Personal data stored centrally by the Science Mesh are strictly limited to contact information of Siteadministrators and other relevant personnel. The Science Mesh collects no end user personal datainto centralised systems. The accounting data that is collected centrally will only contain gross usagestatistics like the total number of shares, the total amount of data stored, and similar highlyaggregated information. It will not contain any personal data.
A cornerstone of the Science Mesh operation is to enable users to discover their identities in theirsync-and-share systems. To recap the procedure, users can invite one another to share a resourcethrough any textual communication medium, like e-mail for instance. The invitee (i.e. the target user)initiates a discovery procedure identifying their sync-and-share system and the user ID in the targetsystem during this process. It is vital to reveal this information for the resource share establishmentprocedure to work. In other words, it is a legitimate interest of the infrastructure to deal with thisinformation; the user is free to abort this procedure at any point, which naturally leads to the sharingnot to be established. The information is used for establishing the resource sharing only and thenforgotten.
Repeating the full procedure for each and every case of resource sharing would be quite inconvenientfor the users. Thus, to make the end user’s experience more pleasing, caching of information isavailable, providing an option to keep track of the target user's identity and their home EFSS at theoriginating site. As caching is not strictly necessary as a basic functionality, it is purely optional andbased on the target user's consent.
Finally, a user’s data itself may contain personal information. This is beyond the scope of the ScienceMesh and must be handled by the individual end Sites. In such cases, the end users are solelyresponsible for handling their own collections of personal data in a lawful manner.
Before the Science Mesh enters the production phase, a Science Mesh Privacy Policy will be put inplace.
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5 Concluding Remarks
This document gives an overview of the work which has been done in order to set up Science Mesh’soperational infrastructure policy-wise. The following documents have been produced as the ScienceMesh Policy Framework:

1. Science Mesh Site Admission Procedure11
2. Science Mesh Site Exit Procedure12
3. Science Mesh Site Suspension Procedure13
4. Science Mesh Support Procedure14
5. Science Mesh Policy Framework Constitution15
6. Science Mesh Declaration16
7. Science Mesh Glossary17

The Science Mesh Privacy Policy is still work in progress. We expect this to become available soon.One of the guiding principles while creating this Science Mesh Policy Framework18 was to make theScience Mesh e-Infrastructure a federated infrastructure with the least possible central overhead, i.e.making things as lightweight as possible. Another important guiding principle has been, with the GDPRin mind, to collect and use as little personal data as possible.
We consider this set of documents to be just a starting point which we nonetheless consider to besufficient to move the Science Mesh infrastructure into a production state. Naturally, as the Projectadvances, lessons will be learned and the necessary adjustments will be made to the Science MeshPolicy Framework.

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5039989
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040130
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040639
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040028
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040152
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5040087
https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5038663
https://edu.nl/q436n

